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Marcy Keckler: 

Hello and welcome. I'm Marcy Keckler, vice president of Financial Advice Strategy at 

Ameriprise Financial. Our conversation today is one of a series of audiocasts that we're 

doing and you can hear more at Ameriprise.com/marketvolatility. Recently, we invited 

clients to join a call with some of our experts on the markets and the economy and on 

financial planning to hear insights on what's happening today and also to get a chance to 

ask any questions and we got a lot of great questions and in our call, we didn't get a 

chance to answer all of them. And so today we're going to address a few of them and to 

do that. I'm joined by my colleague Anthony Saglimbene. Anthony is our global market 

strategist, as part of our investment research group. Welcome Anthony and thanks for 

joining me. 

Anthony Saglimbene: 

Hey, Marcy, thanks for having me. 

Marcy Keckler: 

So Anthony, let's start our conversation with getting a broad view from you and your 

colleagues, who are investment experts on how you see the markets and the economy and 

what the future might hold.  

Anthony Saglimbene:  

Yeah. Yeah. Marcy, that’s a great question and I, I think it starts with kind of formulating 

a thesis and the popular thesis’ is out there really revolve around how the market and the 

economy are going to respond to America's reopening. And one of the, one of the thesis’  

that are out there right now is that the current market is fairly priced and the economy 

will continue to perform better each quarter. It'll take a longer period for the markets and 

the economy to recover. I think another thesis suggests that there will be an uneven 

opening of America and you will see the markets and the economy respond in an uneven 

and choppy manner and it’ll take longer for stock prices to recover. And then finally one 

of the predominant thesis is out there is that you'll see a v-shaped recovery where the 

economy market recover very quickly after America reopen and stock prices will perform 

very well. From our perspective, we kind of take that middle ground and suggest that the 

economy and the markets will take time to recover and we'll see a second-half recovery, 

but it could be uneven across the country, which means that you really need to focus on 

more quality type investments in your portfolio given that the second half will improve 

but it may not be as good, as what the market is pricing in currently. 
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Marcy Keckler:  

Thank you, Anthony, that's such a helpful perspective. And that leads me to one of the 

questions that we did get from a client that I would really appreciate your thoughts on and 

the question is if you want to add investments to your diversified portfolio, what do you 

suggest investing in at this time, given the volatility of the market and you know, 

obviously Anthony from your perspective given the outlook that, that you have. What are 

your thoughts on that idea around investments to consider?  

Anthony Saglimbene:  

Yeah. I think that's a great question and for us, it really revolves around just focusing on 

quality companies, companies that have very strong moats. They have strong balance 

sheets. Lots of cash, low debt. Stable dividend is a plus. You can find those companies 

across industries today. But I think when we look at our tactical views, what where do we 

think the opportunities are over the next 6 to 12 months, it likely lies in consumer 

discretionary companies that could see more positive opportunities such as malls and 

retail shops are starting to open up. It also falls in healthcare, which is a more stable 

sector with good secular trends. We think those two sectors could see opportunities over 

the next six to 12 months and we're also favorable to a you know, equal weight 

perspective on technology. That is a very large component that the accounts for 25% of 

the S&P 500. Some of the large tech companies have actually seen their business trends 

improve over the downturn and this should be well-positioned when the, the economy 

starts to reopen a little bit more and we would focus our investments on the U.S. We 

would look at the U.S., as a more stable, a better opportunity set of, of quality companies 

than say in international markets. And then lastly on the fixed income perspective, we 

would keep fixed income high in credit quality that means lots of government and high-

quality credit in the portfolio today.  

You know, Marcy, I'm kinda interested in your perspective. I mean, I know from a 

financial planning perspective you talk to retirees a lot. I mean that when you kind of 

consider this topic of where to invest and how to position today, what are some of your 

views on, on that? 

Marcy Keckler:  

One of the things I think it's really important to focus on as a core financial planning 

principle is having a cash reserve and for people who are in their working years and 

saving years. We typically think about having three to six months of your living expenses 

in a cash reserve or a kind of a rainy day fund and you know, certainly the current 

pandemic environment has put the importance of that in a spotlight as we've seen people 

being furloughed, being laid off or even just seeing a reduction in their income if they 

own a business or they're a consultant. And so it's important, you know across life stages 

but to your question on retirees, we typically would recommend that a retiree have a 

somewhat larger cash reserve something like one, two, maybe even three years of their 

living expenses that are really liquid in you know a cash position or something that's 

quite easy to access because that can prevent a retiree from having to pull money out of 

investments that they have in the market in order to fund living expenses. And so I think 

that's one of the key things for retirees is to ensure you have that cash reserve and as you 
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think about portfolio repositioning that if you didn't have the amount that you now want 

to consider having in the future, that's something I think your advisor can really help you 

with is looking at the amount of that cash reserve.  

 

And that leads me, Anthony, to a question back to you about portfolio repositioning. We 

know that it's one of the things people are thinking about we've seen the market dip, have 

some recovery, but as you just suggested there may be some choppiness in the future. 

What does that mean in terms of portfolio repositioning strategies for clients and how 

they might want to talk to their advisors, Anthony?  

 

Anthony Saglimbene:  

Yeah, you know, I think a rebalancing strategy is very important. I think for most clients, 

semi-annual to annual rebalancing strategy works. I think for clients that are looking for a 

little bit more active management, maybe a quarterly rebalancing strategy helps but I, I 

think you need to have some type of rebalancing strategy in place. And even if you 

rebalanced your portfolio in January the market fluctuations likely we may have caused 

your portfolio at least to be reviewed because maybe you need to rebalance again. A good 

general rule of thumb is if any of the securities or allocations have changed from your 

target strategy by 5 or 10 percent, you may want to consider rebalancing and I think 

there's obviously tax consequences, your advisor as tools and can help you with that. But 

I would definitely give your portfolio a diffe- another look to see if you need to 

rebalance. And then if you're worried about some of the investments being down in your 

portfolio, I really wouldn't worry too much about that. I think a good investment strategy 

leans on portfolio management that, you know, takes into account the market 

environment and makes small adjustments over time. So I, I think if you have 

investments in your portfolio that don't fit, at least with our current thesis, you may want 

to consider talking about those investments with your advisor. And if you have 

investments in your portfolio that that may benefit from this type of market environment 

or even as more of the country starts to emerge from a down, if you have good quality 

companies, both types of companies should continue to perform well, you may want to 

allocate more to those types of companies. So I think definitely reviewing your portfolio 

and not being afraid to make changes is very important in this market environment. 

 

Leaving me a question to, to you, Marcy, I mean I know, I know advisors help with the 

long-term planning aspects for clients but on a shorter-term basis, what are some of the, 

the changes that you see clients could be making today?  

 

Marcy Keckler:  

It's a great reminder that having a long-term horizon is really important, but also looking 

at the near term and, and that's really important that advisors help clients make decisions 

based on facts and objective information, but in the near term, I think there's  an 

opportunity for clients and advisors to talk together about whether converting some of 

your existing retirement assets from a tax-deferred account like a 401(k) or an IRA, 

which is typically where people have the concentration of their retirement assets, and 

potentially converting some of that into a Roth IRA or taking advantage of the Roth 

option if their 401(k) plan has it and they're still working, that really is an opportunity to 
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think about giving yourself control over your tax situation during your retirement years. 

If you did a Roth conversion, you would take some portion of your tax-deferred account 

convert it into a Roth IRA, which would mean paying taxes now, but it might be a lower 

tax bill if that account value has declined. So it can be an opportunity to pay some of the 

tax now when it might be a little bit lower and then have more control over your tax 

exposure during retirement because the money you take out of those Roth accounts is 

going to come out tax-free during retirement. So that's an opportunity that I think 

advisors and clients might want to take advantage of and that leads me to a question back 

to you around portfolio adjustments. You touched onthis earlier,  Anthony, but interested 

in any further thoughts you have on investment sectors to consider. You mentioned some 

earlier, but any further thoughts on how clients might think about sectors and, and topics 

they might want to discuss with their advisor.  

Anthony Saglimbene:  

Yeah. Yeah, very I would start by looking at investments particularly companies that 

were performing well in dominating their interests or their industries prior to, to the 

COVID-19 shut down in the economy. Those are the types of companies as I mentioned 

before are probably going to be in a good position when, when the market reopens so, 

you know, those quality-based companies should perform well in a down market, they 

should perform well or relatively well in, in an upmarket, they may not keep pace with 

some of the riskier or more economically sensitive areas of the market, but I think they 

can act, as a good foundation in your portfolio for a lot of different market environments. 

I, I think if you see the economy recover quicker, then what I think most investors 

anticipate today, then I think highly cyclical sectors of the economy perform well. We've 

seen them start to pick up steam, when we see news that a vaccine or a treatment is 

positive news on that front. You see those more cyclically or economically sensitive 

sectors perform well. So recently we've seen a pickup in energy companies and banks and 

in automobile producers and capital goods and real estate and consumer retailing stocks 

do well when the anticipation is that the economy is going to be open quicker. If we see a 

more uneven and choppy type of market environment, which is what we think we'll see 

over the next few months, you're going to want those quality-based companies in your 

portfolio. So from our perspective, I would lean heavily on your quality companies across 

industries. Advisors have resources and research to help you do that.  

Marcy Keckler:  

That's great. Thank you, Anthony, and I will just say in closing that I really appreciate 

your sharing your thoughts and just to remind all of our clients listening that as Anthony 

said your advisor has great tools and resources to help them provide you with objective 

information to make decisions both near term and for your long-term financial situation 

that take into account your goals, your dreams, your personal situation and to encourage 

all of our clients to connect with your advisor and talk about opportunities and talk about 

repositioning and make sure it's all anchored in your advisor’s understanding of what's 

important to you. So with that, I'll say thank you Anthony for joining me. Thanks to 

everybody for listening and I hope everyone continues to stay safe and stay well.  

Finally, before we leave I'd like to share some important disclosure information. 



The views expressed are as of the date given, may change as market or other conditions 

change and may differ from views expressed by other Ameriprise Financial associates or 

affiliates. Actual investments or investment decisions made by Ameriprise Financial and 

its affiliates, whether for its own account or on behalf of clients, will not necessarily 

reflect the views expressed. This information is not intended to provide investment 

advice and does not account for individual investors circumstances.  Individual securities 

referenced are for illustrative purposes only, subject to change and should not be 

construed as a recommendation to buy or sell.  

Ameriprise Financial, Inc. and its affiliates do not offer tax or legal advice. Consumers 

should consult with their tax advisor or attorney regarding their specific situation.  

The S&P 500 Index is a basket of 500 stocks that are considered to be widely held. The 

S&P 500 Index is weighted by market value or shares outstanding times share price and 

its performance is thought to be representative of the stock market as a whole. The S&P 

500 Index was created in 1957. Although it has been extrapolated backwards to several 

decades earlier for performance comparison purposes. This index provides a broad 

snapshot of the overall U.S. equity market. Over 70% of all U.S. equity value is tracked 

by the S&P 500. Inclusion in the index is determined by Standard & Poor's and is based 

upon their market size, liquidity, and sector.  

An index is a statistical composite that is not managed. It is not possible to invest directly 

in an index.  

In general equity securities tend to have greater price volatility than debt securities. The 

market value of securities may fall, fail to rise, or fluctuate, sometimes rapidly and 

unpredictably. Market risk may affect a single issuer, sector of the economy, industry or 

the market as a whole.  

There are risks associated with fixed-income investments including credit risk, interest 

rate risk, and prepayment and extension risk. In general bond prices rise when interest 

rates fall and vice versa. This effect is usually more pronounced for longer-term 

securities.  

Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure profit or protect against loss. 

A Roth IRA is tax free as long as you leave the money in the account for at least 5 years 

and are 59 1/2 or older when you take distributions or meet another qualifying event.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  

Dividend payments are not guaranteed and the amount if any can vary over time. 

Investment products are not federally or FDIC insured, are not deposits or 

obligations of, or guaranteed by any financial institution and involve investment 

risks, including possible loss of principal and fluctuation in value.  
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Investment advisory products and services are made available through Ameriprise 

Financial Services, LLC, a registered investment adviser.  

Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. Member FINRA and SIPC. 


